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From Ratatouille through Brave, The Art of Pixar: Volume II features gorgeous and illuminating

concept art and iconic final frames from the 6 Pixar feature films and 18 short films released from

2007 on.
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I have previously bought a few copies of the Volume 1 set of 100 Postcards of Pixar, so was very

excited to find they had released a Volume II set of 100 Cards.Yes, it is true that there are about 20

"disappointing" cards, but there are 80 really stunning examples of Disney/Pixar Artwork and some

actual Film Frames from their last 5 films, up to "Brave".I don't buy the cards to keep, but rather use

in my mailings to my friends, the young and young-at-heart, who have Grand-children who

appreciate the glory of Pixar films.Thanks again Pixar for releasing this magnificent product. I have

not been disappointed, rather I am pleased - the Volume II cards are all unique cards, unlike

Volume 1 Which repeated half way through.Well done!

I do enjoy these postcards, I bought the because my kids spend most of the school year with there

mother 6 hours away from my house so I dont get to see them all the time. I ended up picking up

initially some other postcards writing messages to each of them to keep in contact. I ended up

looking for something that will be more for them and picked up these postcards and they love seeing

which pixar character they will get each week.They are very well done (will post a screenshot on the

side of what they look like) and if your a collector or use them like me they are well worth the



money.Only flaw I would give is it has a lot of postcards that aren't really that great or just things

most people probably wouldn't care about but seeing it is a art of pixar I understand why it is in

there. Other than that this is a great collection

I love these postcards!!! They are so creative and there is such a variety of cards. I can't wait to

send these out!!!!

Would definitely order this set again! Now I want to order all the Disney ones. The quality is superb.

The postcards are printed on heavy cardstock and have a good weight on them. The images are

adorable! I use them for postcrossing and I know they will make it thru international post without a

problem.

I make it a point to write letters to friends and family, recognizing that letter writing is becoming a lost

art. Sometimes, I like to send quick little handwritten notes to people. I ordered these postcards, and

they are perfect for what I was looking for. First of all, the quality of the postcards are great! Very

sturdy and thick. The artwork is nice. Lots of concept art, line drawings, and some 'scenes' from the

movies. This particular set included scenes and concept art from all of the PIXAR short films, Toy

Story 3, Ratatouille, Cars 2, Brave, and WALL-E. If you are looking for lots of 'scene' cards from

these movies, you may be disappointed in this set. There were some cards that weren't really nice,

but I founds ways to spice up the look (washi tape, coloring it in myself, cut out small pictures and

tape it to the card, etc.). I will probably buy some of the other sets. These were great postcards.

I absolutely love these cards! I have both volumes of these and send them for postcrossing.com.

Everyone I've sent them to has loved them. There's a range of cards including shots from the

movies, drawing from pre-production, different advertisements, and landscapes from the films.

These cards are really terrific. Good quality stock and fantastic images.The majority of the cards

have images that are either inspired from different Pixar shorts/films, while the last few looked more

like direct screen shots.The films represented are Ratatouille, Wall-e, Up, Toy Story 3, Cars 2 and

Brave.The shorts represented are Lifted, Presto, Partly Cloudy, Day and Night, La Luna, Mater and

the Ghostlight (and some other Cars Toons), Your Friend the Rat, BURN-E, Hawaiian Vacation, and

Small Fry.There are some stand out cards for each film, and some that are a little stark. Some

appear to be brainstorming sketches. One in particular that took me a little while to figure out was a



sketch in the Wall-e set that must have been made when they were considering the idea that the

people on the Axiom had degenerating into the alien Gels. But almost all are immediately

identifiable.I strongly recommend this set.

Love these cards...I can't wait to share these with my PC pals...pretty good variety of cardsI'm

impressed by the thickness and durability of these cards and I know my pals will be happy to

receive and add them to their collection
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